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The fine line 
between policing and politics

Sir Hugh Orde tells Lynda King Taylor why handing leadership of
Britain’s police to directly elected commissioners would be a disaster
and explains his determination to see an open and honest ‘public
interest’ approach to policing

A fter seven years in charge of policing in

Northern Ireland, the job of leading the

Association of Chief Police Officers

might appear almost cushy by comparison. Sir

Hugh Orde’s first three months as ACPO president

would suggest, however, that he has no intention

of sinking quietly into his armchair. ACPO and

policing are probably due for a serious shake-up.

He knows his organisation must be clear about

its focus and the way it does business in helping to

direct policing across three home countries in part-

nership with government and the Association of

Police Authorities. He is asking essential questions

about ACPO’s purpose and priorities at a time

when some of its ventures, such as selling criminal

record checks and advising on domestic extremists,

have come under renewed attack.  

This is not part of what Sir Hugh sees as ACPO

core business – which is being the voice of the

profession. Its current status as a limited company

does nothing but damage because it makes little

sense to the public. It seems high time to bury a

reputation for being an elite network, perhaps to

become a  statutory public body. “We could be

more effective advisers to government if we were

resourced in a different way,” says Orde.

He believes ACPO needs to start a conversation

that challenges the complexity of policing, and that

includes a fairer system of funding and the amalga-

mation of forces. 

“Policing is highly complex, rigidly regulated

and subject to substantial oversight,” he says.

“Targets remain and do not appear to be disappear-

ing very quickly. Many remain comfortable with

bean-counting because it provides a convenient

lever that can be clung to. The problem is that

policing cannot be reduced to plain numbers. It is

too complex for such an approach.”

He wants clarity and openness, and has no desire

to see a service hiding behind some meaningless

mantra when things go wrong. “Failures can be for

many reasons, ranging from complete incompe-

tence through to the unexpected, unpredictable and

unknowable,” he says. “When we get it wrong we

should recognise the facts quickly, encourage

debate and be very willing to listen to the views of

those who wish to engage and learn from them.” 

His experience in Northern Ireland is an

inevitable influence on his new job. Against a

backdrop of domestic terrorism and “a failure of

politics on occasion to deliver correct conditions to

allow devolution of policing and justice”, Orde

overcame the start-up stresses of the Police Service

of Northern Ireland.

The year-old force he inherited had 1,100 offi-

cers reporting sick per day. They faced a constant

threat . . . “we have to make sure our officers

arrive alive to deliver a high-quality service”. He

moved on with 95 per cent of the 175 Patten

Report recommendations implemented.

There were frustrations. “I could not civilianise

like other chiefs would do to get officers on the

beat,” he says. “Politicians were wedded to 7,500

officers and to change that could actually melt

down a lot of political process.” After managing

amid daily tensions between policing and politics

for so long, he was never likely to ease himself

gently into the ACPO job. Change is a constant, but

Conservative policy to introduce directly elected

police commissioners might just be a step too far.

“To have elected commissioners driving policing

is the most ridiculous and bizarre idea I have ever

heard,” he says. “There is a unique independence

with chief police officers that is the most precious

part of our current structure. It is dangerous to

tamper with that.

“In Northern Ireland I walked a fine line

between policing and politics. They are inextrica-

bly linked, but that does not mean you compromise

your independence.”

Towards an election there will be more tough

talking on the issue. “If people seriously think

some form of elected individual is better placed to

oversee policing than the current structure then I

am very interested in the detail of how it is going

to work – and ACPO are happy to have that

debate,” he says.

The leadership must remain “absolutely with

sworn officers. Those officers delivering and tak-

ing the risk have a right to be led by those who

understand the risk they are taking”. He adds: “We

must underline our objection to any notion that

interferes with our operational independence.” The

chiefs should be answerable “to the law and the

law alone”. 

“Communities have a right to have their police

service held to account in a sophisticated and apo-

litical way. I am pleased that government has

woken up to this.”

Without the office of the police ombudsman or

the policing board in Northern Ireland, cross-com-

munity confidence would not have been raised as it

has, and he says: “I have no difficulty with other

people intervening in our world in order to give

communities confidence and reassurance. It has to

be right that independent structures exist to deal

with complaints and local accountability.”

The public’s everyday experience of policing

must improve through the Policing Pledge. Her

Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary is moving

in a new direction, independent of the service, and

styled as a “fierce advocate” of public interest. But

policing has also to get used to informal public

scrutiny, including images and information being

recorded and rapidly shared with millions. Police

actions travel around the world at a velocity never

seen before, while at the same time “we expect

frontline officers to make life and death decisions

with incomplete information or no information at
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all,” he says. “Yet a decision must be made, often

in a split second.”

It is from accountability that springs legitimacy

and consent, he says. “Our standards and princi-

ples must be clear and the need for our existence

unambiguous.” There has been no better time, he

argues, for the focal point of delivery being the

public interest. 

He sees a prime role to nurture and support the

new generation of police leaders from within, “to

help and develop and learn from each other”. He

says: “I am continually impressed with the quality

of our superintendents and assistant chief consta-

bles – the future is bright. We have mixed teams,

with senior business expertise in law, human

resources, finance, IT.”

He is fed up of hearing “health and safety” and

“human rights” or similar excuses trotted out to

cover for inaction or poor performance. “Police

officers have to respond to dangerous situations,”

he says, “and where necessary take decisions that

place themselves at risk. As senior officers we

have to ensure they have confidence to make these

decisions and feel empowered to do so.”

The future landscape, beyond the recession, looks

tough with feared cuts of more than 10 per cent.

“The Prime Minister has acknowledged the impor-

tance of maintaining investment in policing,” he

says. “We need honest talks with government about

priorities. Nowhere will the impact be more keenly

felt than in service strength. We know already that

many police authorities are showing signs of fiscal

strain and if funding is cut in 2011 we can expect

real difficulties in the face of sustained unemploy-

ment and rising crime. The prospect of cutting both

officer and staff numbers to keep running costs

down is fast becoming a reality.”

This was something Orde talked over with part-

ners such as the Superintendents’ Association as

soon as he took office. “We know that 80 per cent

of our budgets are people, so obvious questions

will emerge around what we can afford,” he says.

While voluntary force mergers are expected to fea-

ture in an imminent Home Office white paper,

ACPO believes mergers will have to go ahead but

progress in any direction is handicapped by a seri-

ous imbalance in funding existing forces. 

Orde admits the current model of 44 forces is

not one “they would settle on if building from the

ground up. Many parts of the country have wit-

nessed the emergence of regional collaboration

around serious and organised crime, anti-terror,

and multi-force cooperation on procurement and

forensic sciences facilities”. 

Mergers are a matter for government, he says, but

police forces will inevitably have to seek a shared

approach to solving problems, with ACPO as a cru-

cial means of delivering consistency across the piece. 

Whether confronting the threat of terrorism or

protecting the weak and vulnerable in society, the

words “public interest” must be stamped across

everything we do, says Sir Hugh. There is a need

for clear national guidance on disciplines for local

application. It may seem to be no more than giv-

ing trust back to the frontline, allowing officers to

make fair and reasoned decisions based on experi-

ence and common sense. 

“We don’t need a name for this initiative, we

could just call it policing,” says ACPO’s president. 

● Lynda King Taylor’s book The Future for

Policing – rhetoric, reform, reality will be 

published by University of Buckingham Press

in the new year

ORDE: “we expect frontline officers to make life and death
decisions with incomplete information or no information at
all. Yet a decision must be made, often in a split second”


